Criteria for inclusion in HAPI*

In addition to assessing the overall quality of the content of a journal, we consider the following criteria:

- Journals must **regularly** contain articles about Latin America, the Caribbean, Brazil, and/or Hispanics/Latinos in the United States. We **do not** index journals covering Spain or Portugal exclusively or those that focus on Spanish linguistics.

- The content focuses on the social sciences or the humanities.

- Journals should be **academic, peer-reviewed, or refereed**.

- Members of editorial or advisory boards should be listed, preferably reflecting involvement of scholars from multiple institutions and multiple countries.

- There should be evidence of a consistent publishing history.

- We currently index journals in **English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German**, and **Italian**. If you know of a journal that meets the other criteria but is not in one of the above languages, email us at info@hapi.ucla.edu

- HAPI includes journals whether they are in print and/or available electronically.

*Currently, HAPI is not reviewing new titles for inclusion while we complete an assessment of our journal collection.*